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Abstract

In addition to the ever growing host population, multiple
other factors have contributed to the rapid growth of the
global Internet routing table, such as policy routing, multi-
homing, and traffic steering. In this paper we first sort the
routing table entries into two broad classes, covering pre-
fixes which represent IP address blocks that do not overlap,
either partially or completely, with the address block repre-
sented by any other entry in the routing table, and covered
prefixes, commonly referred to as ”holes”, which represent
sub-blocks of those address blocks that are already repre-
sented by some shorter prefixes in the routing table. We then
develop a classification methodology by identifying the dif-
ferent ways each covered prefix is announced to the global
routing system. We inferred the causes of each covered pre-
fix class and identified possible motives for the fragmenta-
tion of covering prefixes. Based on our analysis, we pro-
vide an empirical model of the global routing table growth
by taking into account all the major factors that have been
identified in this study.

1 Introduction

As the Internet continues to grow in user population, its
global routing table size also experiences a rapid growth.
This growth has attracted widespread attention in the net-
work research community (see [7, 22, 25, 11] and the refer-
ences therein for a sampling of the literature). Efforts have
been made to characterize the global routing table growth
from various different aspects, such as the trend of the
growth in table size, the distribution of the prefix lengths,
and the amount of IP address space covered by the routing
table.

To better understand the future growth trend of the global
routing table, in this paper we conduct a detailed examina-
tion of the changes in the BGP routing table content over the
last four years. We first divide the total route entries into
two classes, covering prefixes which represent IP address

blocks that do not overlap, either partially or completely,
with the address block represented by any other entry in
the routing table, and holes, which represent sub-blocks of
those address blocks that are already represented by some
shorter prefixes in the routing table. For example, a rout-
ing table entry 10.0.0.0/22 is classified as a hole if the en-
try 10.0.0.0/191 is also present in the routing table. Our
measurements show that the holes make up about half of
the routing table entries. Furthermore, these ”hole” entries
change over time more rapidly than the covering prefixes,
playing a more active role in the evolution of the routing
table.

In this paper we analyze the growth of the numbers of
holes and covering prefixes separately. First, we classify
the holes into four categories based on their routing adver-
tisement modes. For each category, we describe the effect
of the holes on the data traffic flow and hypothesize the op-
erational practice that leads to the creation of the holes in
the category. Secondly, we analyze the covering prefixes
and show that 40%-60% of the existing covering prefixes
are fragments of previously allocated address blocks. We
then classify these fragments into three categories based on
the routing advertisement modes. For each category, we in-
fer the possible causes for the fragmentation and justify the
inference by case studies. Based on our findings we build
an empirical model to approximate the actual routing table
growth. This model takes into account multiple factors, in-
cluding address allocation, fragmentation of covering pre-
fixes and the observed trend of holes. The model would
allow us to predict the routing table grows linearly in the
near future.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a brief introduction to BGP and IP address allo-
cation. Section 3 describes the data sets and methodology
used in our study. Section 4 presents our study and measure-
ment on the entire set of route entries. We then present an
analysis of holes in Section 5, and an analysis of covering
prefixes in Section 6. In Section 7 we describe an empir-

1Without explicit mention, prefixes used in examples are purely for
illustration purposes. They do not represent the reality
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ical model of the BGP table size growth. We discuss the
implications of our results in Section 8. Finally, we present
related work and conclusions in Sections 9 and 10 respec-
tively.

2 Background

BGP is the de facto standard for inter-domain routing in
the global Internet. It uses prefix, represented by a 32-bit
address and a mask length, to identify the destination net-
work. For example, 10.0.0.0/8 specifies a block of contigu-
ous IP addresses ranging from 10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255.
To obtain routing information for individual prefixes, the
edge routers within two neighboring ASes need to establish
BGP sessions with each other to exchange routing infor-
mation. Once an edge router acquires new routing infor-
mation on how to reach an individual destination prefix, it
announces an update message to inform its peer in the other
AS. The update message for a prefix is represented by an
AS path. Each AS path includes a list of ASes along which
the AS originating the prefix can be reached. All the routing
information collected by an edge router constitutes its BGP
routing table. In reality, the two neighboring ASes might
be physically scattered over large geographic regions and
they might have more than one edge router pair and multi-
ple BGP sessions.

BGP routing is greatly affected by the local routing po-
lices of the AS. An edge router uses import policies to fil-
ter unwanted routes or alter attributes associated with the
route. It also uses import policies to influence the best-
route-selction process. The router selects a single best route
for each individual destination prefix among all the routes
it has received. Following this, the router employs export
policies to determine whether it announces the route to its
neighboring ASes and to what extent the route should be
propagated. The router may also alter route attributes to
enforce other local routing policies.

Internet customers apply for IP addresses from either the
four Regional Internet Registries (RIRs) or ISPs. The IP ad-
dress allocation also proceeds in prefix-based blocks. Class-
less Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) (around 1993-1994) al-
lowed a flexible boundary between the network-prefix and
the host-number field. It provides flexible address alloca-
tion and enables more efficient utilization of the address
space. CIDR also supports and encourages route aggrega-
tion, which may limit the growth of the BGP routing ta-
ble. For example, if an ISP is allocated a prefix 10.0.0.0/19,
it can split it into 10.0.0.0/20, 10.0.16.0/20 and assign
them to two customers separately. The ISP can advertise
10.0.0.0/19 instead of two individual /20s. Such route ag-
gregation can effectively decrease the number of route an-
nouncements to the global routing table.

3 Data sets and methodology

This section describes the data sets and research method-
ology used in our study.

3.1 Data sets

We use two data sets in this work: BGP routing table
traces and IPv4 address allocation records. The routing
table records came from the RouteView project [5]. In
the most recent data set from RouteView we have used
(December 1, 2002), RouteView recorded 25 peering ses-
sions. We choose to use the routing table collected at peer
204.42.253.253(through AS267 and it belongs to IAGNET)
since this vantage point has been constantly present in the
RouteView data during the past four years. To avoid poten-
tial biases due to the partial view of a single routing table
trace, we verify our results by using routing tables collected
at other vantage points. The IPv4 address allocation records
used in our analysis are from the four Regional Internet
Registries (RIRs)[3]: ARIN, RIPE, APNIC and LACNIC.

3.2 Methodology

Our analysis in this work proceeds by following four
guidelines listed below:

Analyzing covering prefixes and holes differently BGP
routing table growth consists of two components: holes and
those covering prefixes fragmented from the allocation. We
analyze the holes and covering prefixes differently for two
reasons. (1) The basic function of BGP table is to pro-
vide reachability to individual IP address. If reachability is
the main concern, the covering prefixes should be sufficient
through hierarchical routing and multiple levels of prefix
aggregation of CIDR [20]. However, in reality the BGP ta-
ble includes a large number of holes that do not bring in
any “new” addresses. Therefore, the motives behind such
holes should be different from the covering prefixes. We
have to treat them differently. (2) Covering prefixes typi-
cally evolve from the allocated blocks while holes are more
closely related to their covering prefixes. The information
used to infer the motives behind covering prefixes and holes
is quite different.

Classifying holes To analyze the motives behind an-
nouncing holes, we classify holes into four categories based
on the relations between holes and their covering prefixes.
Such relations are expressed in the AS-level structure ob-
served from the routing data. In our classification, we apply
Gao’s algorithm [23] to infer the commercial relationship
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between AS pairs. The inferred relations can be provider-
to-customer, peer-to-peer or sibling-to-sibling. Such infor-
mation is used in the classification and it helps to determine
the motives behind a hole in the specific scenarios.

Classifying covering prefixes fragmented from alloca-
tion The second component of the BGP table growth
is those covering prefixes fragmented from the allocation.
Typically an allocated block is designated to a single orga-
nization. Whenever this block is fragmented into several
covering prefixes, these covering prefixes should be closely
related in principle. Based on this observation and the re-
sulting advertisement modes observed from the routing ta-
ble, we classify these covering prefixes (fragmented from
allocation) into three categories. We also identify practical
scenarios that may lead to each of these three categories. In
the categorization, we exploit the difference between “as-
signed” address block and “allocated” address block, which
is recorded in the allocation records. According to the
address allocation policy of RIRs, address blocks are dis-
tributed in two ways: (1)“Allocated” address block is dis-
tributed to ISPs for the purpose of further delegating the ad-
dress space to smaller ISPs or end users. (2)”Assigned” ad-
dress space is distributed to ISPs or end users without allow-
ing for further assignment. By differentiating “assigned”
and “allocated”2, we can speculate the role that the owner
of an address block is playing. This further helps us under-
stand the possible causes behind the fragmentation.

Observing route announcements via multiple vantage
points Inferring motives behind a hole (or a covering pre-
fix fragmented from the allocation) requires capturing all
the BGP announcements from the ASes involved. However,
a single vantage point can only provide partial view of the
global Internet [12]. Therefore, we propose to use the BGP
tables collected by all the available vantage points in Route-
View project. This way, the risk of losing some announced
routes should be negligible given the rich redundancy pro-
vided by RouteView.

4 Evolution of route prefixes

Since the deployment of BGP4, the BGP routing ta-
ble size has grown consistently faster than the number
of globally routable addresses represented by the table
[7][9][25][26]. Our study based on the data set collected at
RouteView shows that, the global routing table size has al-
most doubled over the past four years but the address space
increases by merely 30%.

2For ease of exposition, in the paper only quoted assigned and quoted
allocated represent their special meanings specified by the allocation
record.
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Figure 1. Growth of covering prefixes and holes

This section provides a quantitative analysis on how the
routing table content has evolved during the past four years.
Specifically, we show the quantitative evolution of covering
prefixes and holes.

4.1 Covering prefixes and holes

We first quantify the percentage of covering prefixes
and holes in the BGP table. The entire set of route pre-
fixes can be classified into two categories: covering pre-
fixes and holes. For illustration purposes, we use depth-1
to denote holes that can ONLY be covered by covering pre-
fixes. In accordance, we use depth-2+ to denote holes that
can also be covered by at least another hole. For example,
given three prefixes 10.0.0.0/8, 10.0.0.0/19, 10.0.0.0/22 in
the routing table and that no other prefixes can summarize
or be summarized by any of these three prefixes, 10.0.0.0/8
is a covering prefix while 10.0.0.0/19 is a depth-1 hole and
10.0.0.0/22 is a depth-2+ hole.

Figure 1 depicts the percentage of covering prefixes and
holes with different depth in the routing table over the four-
year period of December 1998 to December 2002. The fig-
ure shows that the holes contribute about half of the routing
table entries. The covering prefixes and depth-1 holes to-
gether contribute to about 95% of the entire routing table.
This trend has not changed significantly over the past four
years.

Since the holes constitute half of the routing table en-
tries and their address space can been fully represented by
their corresponding covering prefixes, we turn to show how
these holes coexist with the covering prefixes. The study
shows that the covering prefixes are taking a highly uneven
distribution in terms of holes they have. As high as 90%
covering prefixes have no holes while the other 10% cover-
ing prefixes bring up all the holes in the routing table.
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Figure 2. Evolution of covering prefixes

4.2 Evolution of covering prefixes and holes

We next study the evolution of the routing prefixes over
time. Our study shows that the evolution of the global
routing table includes not only the advertisement of new
prefixes, but also the disappearance of historical prefixes.
These historical prefixes used to be advertised but no longer
exist in the current routing table. In fact, according to the
statistics of [25], if no routing prefixes disappeared, the
routing table would have been 5 times larger.

We first measure the evolution of covering prefixes in the
past four years. To this end, we choose the 13 routing tables
collected at the IAGNET peer and this naturally divides the
past four years into 12 time periods each of which lasts for
roughly four months. By comparing the routing tables at
the beginning and the end of the time interval, we compute
the percentage of covering prefixes that have: (1) kept as
covering prefix, (2) switched from covering prefix to hole,
(3) been newly announced, (4) disappeared. The result is
plotted in Figure 2. It shows that 90% covering prefixes
are stable on average. In a similar way and based on the
same data sets, we plot the evolution of holes in Figure 3.
A noticeable phenomenon reflected from the figure is that
a non-trivial part of holes (24%) keep dropping out of the
BGP routing table while another slightly smaller part of new
holes (18%) show up. Moreover, the percentage of those
dropped holes is consistently larger than the emerging ones
except for period [Aug.2000, Dec.2000]. This discrepancy
turns out to be the major boost to the BGP table size.

In a summary, we have demonstrated that the covering
prefixes and holes have not changed much in terms of their
percentage in the BGP table. However, the much more ac-
tive behavior of the holes may reflect their different func-
tionality from the covering prefixes, as we will show next.
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Figure 3. Evolution of holes

5 Holes

As seen in Figure 1, holes contribute to about 45% of the
total BGP table size. In addition, they appear to be playing
a more active role in the BGP table evolution. To get a
better understanding of the holes, we first classify holes into
four categories, and for each category we discuss practical
operations that can create holes accordingly. We also apply
the classification to the real BGP data and provide some
insights. The depth-2+ holes are ignored in the study since
they only contribute less than 5% of the total BGP table size
(see Figure 1).

5.1 A classification of holes

We classify holes into four categories: same origin AS
and same AS path (SOSP), same origin AS and different
AS paths (SODP), different origin ASes and same AS path
(DOSP), and different origin ASes and different AS paths
(DODP).

The above classification is based on the advertisement
modes for both the hole and the covering prefix. Such an
advertisement modes take into account metrics such as AS
path of the hole, AS path of the covering prefix, origin AS
of the hole (the AS that announces the hole), origin AS of
the covering prefix (the AS that announces the covering pre-
fix). Commercial AS relationships inferred by Gao’s algo-
rithm [23] are also incorporated in the classification. An
implicit assumption made here is that it rarely happens that
the same prefix is announced by more than one AS in the
global routing table3. The following gives more details on
each category.

3We do observe such prefixes in real BGP data. However, their per-
centage among the whole BGP entries is less than 0.1%.
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Figure 4. Same origin AS and same AS path

Network B (12.0.4.0/22)

a

c

b

d

AS2(12.0.0.0/19)

AS1(10.0.0.0/19)

Network C (10.0.0.0/22) Network D (10.0.4.0/22)

Network A (12.0.0.0/22)

Traffic destined for 10.0.0.0/22

Figure 5. Hole punching between neighbor ASes to cir-
cumvent hot potato routing

5.1.1 Same origin AS and same AS path (SOSP)

This category of holes meets three requirements: (1) The
origin AS for both the hole and the covering prefix is the
same. (2) Both the hole and the covering prefix share the
same AS path attribute. (3) The hole is not announced via
any other AS paths or by any other ASes. The third property
can be checked by examining routing tables from different
vantage points.

The three requirements can be illustrated by Figure 44.
In the example, the dashed arrow represents an announce-
ment of a prefix. A thick line without arrow between
two ASes denotes that the two ASes have any commer-
cial relationship, while a thick line with arrow represents
that the two ASes have a provider-to-customer relationship
(AS at the arrowhead is the customer). In the example,
10.0.0.0/22 is announced simultaneously with the shorter
prefix 10.0.0.0/19 and both share the same origin and the
same AS path. Therefore, 10.0.0.0/22 should be categorized
as SOSP.

We speculate that holes in this category can be created by
hot potato routing, a common practice employed by ASes.
The example of Figure 5 illustrates this cause. In the exam-
ple, AS1 and AS2 are neighbor ASes and they have blocks
10.0.0.0/19 and 12.0.0.0/19, respectively. Initially, AS1 ad-
vertises 10.0.0.0/19 via its edge router c and d to AS2. Sim-
ilarly, AS2 advertises 12.0.0.0/19 via edge router a and b to

4Without explicit mention, prefixes used in the example do not repre-
sent the reality. They are purely for illustration purposes

AS1

AS2 AS3

10.0.0.0/19

10.0.0.0/22 10.0.0.0/22

Figure 6. Same origin AS and different AS paths (type 1)

AS1

AS2 AS3

10.0.0.0/19

10.0.0.0/22

Figure 7. Same origin AS and different AS paths (type 2)

AS1. Using hot potato routing, once AS2 sees that traffic
arriving at b has the eventual destination 10.0.0.0/22, which
is the network C inside AS1, AS2 will immediately send
the traffic out via the edge router closest to where the traf-
fic enters AS2 (b in the example). This way, AS2 saves its
backbone bandwidth by increasing AS1’s burden. To cir-
cumvent AS2’s hot potato routing strategy, AS1 could an-
nounce the network C’s block 10.0.0.0/22 via c in practice.
Since 10.0.0.0/22 is more specific than the announced cov-
ering prefix 10.0.0.0/19, AS2 is forced to carry the afore-
mentioned traffic to a through its own backbone, and then
forwards to the edge router c inside AS1.

In the example of Figure 4, the function of announcing a
hole is to redistribute incoming traffic among multiple phys-
ical links between two neighbor ASes. This is to both cir-
cumvent the hot potato policy and achieve load balancing.

5.1.2 Same origin AS and different AS paths (SODP)

The second category has to meet two requirements: (1) The
hole shares the same origin AS with the covering prefix. (2)
There exists at least one announcement of the hole going
along an AS path different from that of the covering prefix.
Compared with the first category, the hole here is not neces-
sarily uniquely announced. In fact, we can further classify
it into two types based on the number of announcement for
the hole in the BGP routing table:

• Type 1: This type is exemplified by Figure 6. The hole
10.0.0.0/22 is originated by AS1 through two different
AS paths. One path is via AS3, while the other is the
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Figure 8. Different origin ASes and same AS path

same as the announced covering prefix 10.0.0.0/19. In
such a scenario, traffic destined for 10.0.0.0/22 may
traverse either AS2 or AS3.

• Type 2: This type is illustrated by Figure 7. The hole
10.0.0.0/22 is observed to be announced by AS1 via a
single AS path. All the traffic destined for 10.0.0.0/22
will traverse the link between AS1 and AS3.

An important advantage for announcing holes in this cat-
egory is that the origin AS is capable of steering incoming
traffic along an AS path different from that of the covering
prefix. In reality, this feature can be utilized by the AS to
achieve load balancing or multihoming.

5.1.3 Different origin ASes and same AS path (DOSP)

The third category meets four requirements: (1) Origin AS
of the hole is different from the origin AS of the covering
prefix . (2) The AS path of the hole is exactly a subset of the
covering prefix’s AS path, i.e., after the hole is propagated
from its origin AS, it goes along the same AS path as the
announcement of the covering prefix. (3) The hole is not
announced by more than one AS or along more than one AS
path. (4) AS1 is a customer of AS2 and AS1 has no other
providers. These four features are exemplified by Figure 8.

We speculate that such a scenario is typically brought up
by the customer AS1’s requirements for more fine-grained
local routing policies. In the example described by Figure
8, AS1 is single-homed. Ideally AS2 can safely aggregate
10.0.0.0/22 and make a single announcement 10.0.0.0/19.
This would not lose AS1’s connectivity. However, AS1 may
have routing policies different from AS2. For example, due
to business concerns, AS1 may want to control the prop-
agation range of its BGP announcement. He then declare
such a policy through tagging the BGP community attribute
with appropriate value. Accordingly, to satisfy such re-
quirements from AS1, AS2 can not do the aggregation. In-
stead, it will announce the hole 10.0.0.0/22 appropriately5.

5In BGP community, a provider typically does not perform proxy ag-
gregation, i.e., the provider would not aggregate more specific routes orig-
inating from the customers. See [2] for the detailed explanation
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AS2 AS3
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?

Figure 9. Different origin ASes and different AS paths
(type 1)
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Figure 10. Different origin ASes and different AS paths
(type 2)
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Figure 11. Different origin ASes and different AS paths
(type 3)
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5.1.4 Different origin ASes and different AS paths
(DODP)

The last category is characterized by two features: (1) The
covering prefix and the hole have the same origin AS. (2)
There exists at least one announcement of the hole that tra-
verses an AS path different from the covering prefix. This
category can be further divided into three types:

• Type 1: Type 1 imposes two additional requirements:
(1) The AS path for all the announcements of the hole
is different from the AS path of the covering prefix. (2)
The origin AS does not announce any prefixes other
than the hole.

Figure 9 illustrates this type. In the example, AS1’s
announcement of 10.0.0.0/22 steers all the incoming
traffic through AS3. We speculate that such a sce-
nario can arise by two activities: (1)The end user AS1
switches to a new provider AS3 while still using its old
addresses assigned by AS2. (2) The end user AS1 is
multihoming to AS2 and AS3. To differentiate these
two cases, additional information about the real traffic
between AS1 and AS2 is required. As a side note, we
infer AS1 to be an end user, simply because AS1 does
not announce any other prefixes and it fits the normal
behavior of an end user.

• Type 2: In addition to the two requirements of Type
1, Type 2 adds another requirement that the hole be
also announced by its origin AS via the same AS path
as the covering prefix, exemplified by Figure 10. A
common practice leading to such scenario is that the
origin AS of the hole is doing multihoming and it seeks
to balance the incoming traffic among connections to
its multiple providers. Note that this scenario is similar
to SODP Type-1 (see Figure 9) in terms of impact on
the incoming traffic. However, in SODP Type-1, the
origin AS of the hole is the same as the origin AS of the
covering prefix; therefore, it typically reflects activities
of large ISPs. The current scenario is more likely to
represent activities of end users.

• Type 3: Type 3 differs from Types 1 and 2 by requiring
that the origin AS of the hole also announce prefixes
other than the hole (illustrated in Figure 11, where AS1
announces both the hole 10.0.0.0/22 and another pre-
fix 12.0.0.0/19). Such a scenario is likely to reflect the
multihoming activities of customers that are not ASes
themselves or customers that have private AS num-
bers6. Typically such customers are non-transit users,
i.e., they only send or receive traffic. A large num-
ber of organizations fall into this situation. Except for
the original AS, this scenario actually shares the same
traffic characteristics as Type 1 (Figure 9).

6Private AS numbers are typically not shown in AS path

SOSP

SODP (type 1)

SODP (type 2)

DOSP 

DODP (type 1)

DODP (type 2)

DODP (type 3)

Figure 12. Fraction of holes in the four categories
(based on the routing table collected by IAGNET peer
204.42.253.253 on Dec.1, 2002)

5.1.5 Discussion

In summary, we identify the most likely motives for each of
the above four categories:

• SOSP: traffic steering between neighbor ASes.

• SODP: load balancing among multiple AS paths.

• DOSP: requirements for more fine-grained local rout-
ing policies.

• DODP: multihoming of either ISPs or end users.

The above speculations can indeed be disrupted by mis-
configurations and many other unexpected operations. [14]
reported that origin misconfigurations are not highly un-
likely in the Internet. During origin misconfigurations,
some BGP routers may inject excessive internal prefixes,
typically specific ones, into the global BGP table. Holes
raised by this reason can still be classified into any of the
above four categories, but obviously our reasoning does not
apply. Another unexpected operation could be that some
people may mistakenly announce another ISP’s block, in-
stead of waiting for the problem to be fixed by the error
makers. The ISP announces a more specific prefix which
turns out to be a hole.

5.2 Classification results

We now study the distribution of the above four cate-
gories for holes based on the real BGP data traces. To
this end, we first analyze the BGP table collected at peer
204.42.253.253 on Dec.1, 2002. The results are given
in Figure 12. The figure shows that the fourth category
(DODP) is the most popular one (44%). This indicates
that among all the causes we enumerated in this section,
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Figure 13. Fraction of covering prefixes having holes
falling into the four categories

multihoming has the most important impact on the BGP ta-
ble size. Among the three DODP types, Type-3 generates
the largest number of holes. This result is reminiscent of
the fact that most of the Internet customers are not service
provider and do not perform their own routing policies. The
second and third largest categories of holes are DOSP and
SOSP, contributing 28% and 16%, respectively. Both reflect
the impact of traffic engineering practice.

We also examine the covering prefixes to see which cat-
egory of holes they are generating most. For this study, we
only consider covering prefixes that have holes and plot the
percentage in Figure 13. The figure shows that among all
the covering prefixes that have holes, 78% of them have
holes falling into a single category. We therefore conjecture
that in reality most ASes only undertake one practice among
traffic engineering, different routing policies and multihom-
ing.

All our measurements presented so far are based on the
routing table collected by a single vantage point. To reduce
biases in the study, we apply our categorization to the an-
nounced holes in the routing table collected by ATT peer
192.205.31.33 at the same time point. Comparing the result
(Figure 14) with Figure 12, we can see that the difference is
minor.

6 Covering prefixes

This section examines the covering prefixes, which con-
tribute to over a half of the BGP table size. Ideally, covering
prefixes should match the allocated address blocks accord-
ingly. However, our measurements show that, more than
half of the covering prefixes are fragmented from their orig-
inal allocated blocks and this ratio is still increasing.

In the following, we first analyze the impact of address
allocation on covering prefixes. Our study reveals that frag-
mentation of the allocated blocks significantly increases the

SOSP

SODP (type 1) 

SODP (type 2)
 

DOSP  

DODP (type 1)

DODP (type 2)

DODP (type 3)

Figure 14. Fraction of holes in the four categories (based
on the routing table collected by ATT peer 192.205.31.33
on Dec.1, 2002)
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Figure 15. Change of the composition of covering pre-
fixes in terms of their relationships with allocations

number of covering prefixes. Consequently, we carefully
examine the fragmentation by classifying the involved cov-
ering prefixes into three categories. For each category, we
explain the possible underlying motives and also provide
some real examples.

6.1 Impact of allocation on covering prefixes

The impact of address allocation on the number of cover-
ing prefixes is manifested in two ways. First, a large number
of class C prefixes have been allocated before the deploy-
ment of CIDR (around 1993-1994). Most of these class C
prefixes cannot be aggregated and still get advertised in the
global routing table. Second, more than half of the covering
prefixes are fragmented from a small number of allocated
blocks.

In general, three types of relationships exist between
advertised covering prefixes and their original allocated
blocks, i.e., identical, fragmented and aggregated.
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• Identical The covering prefix is identical to an al-
located block. For example, for a covering prefix
3.0.0.0/8 in the routing table, we find an identical block
3.0.0.0/8 allocated on Feb.23, 1998.

• Fragmented The covering prefix can be summarized
by an allocated block. For example, for a covering pre-
fix 9.2.0.0/16, we find that a larger block 9.0.0.0/8 was
allocated on Dec.16, 1988.

• Aggregated The covering prefix is found to contain
the address space of several allocated blocks. For
example, a covering prefix 24.48.0.0/13 contains two
blocks, 24.48.0.0/14 and 24.52.0.0/14, which were al-
located on Jun.14, 1996 and Apr.16, 2001 respectively.

We now plot the fraction of covering prefixes that fall
into each of the above three categories in Figure 15. It
shows that the covering prefixes that are fragmented from
address allocations become more and more popular, i.e.,
rising from 40% to 60% during the time period (Dec.1998-
Dec.2002). For brevity, we call this type of covering pre-
fixes as fragments. The rest of this section categorizes these
fragments and analyzes the possible motives behind them
through both reasoning and case study.

6.2 A classification of fragmentation and under-
lying motive speculation

We now categorize how an allocated address block is
chopped into several fragments. The rationale for this cat-
egorization results from the inherent relationships between
fragments and the corresponding allocation. Similar to our
previous categorization of holes, a handful of metrics in-
cluding origin AS, AS path are used in the classification.
We still employ Gao’s algorithm [23] to infer AS relation-
ships. More importantly, we take advantage of the differ-
ence between “allocated block” and “assigned block” to in-
fer whether the block owner is an ISP or an non-transit cus-
tomer. Such information helps to determine causes behind
the fragmentation.

• Different origin ASes and different AS paths Frag-
ments chopped from the same allocated block are ad-
vertised by different ASes. In the example of Fig-
ure 16, 10.1.0.0/16 is the allocated block, two smaller
blocks, 10.1.0.0/17 and 10.1.128.0/17, are advertised
separately by AS1 and AS2.

• Same origin AS and different AS paths Fragments
chopped from the same allocated block are advertised
by the same AS. However, these advertisements are
propagated along different AS paths. In the example of
Figure 17, 10.1.0.0/16 is the allocated block, and two
covering prefixes, say 10.1.0.0/17 and 10.1.128.0/17,

AS1 AS2

10.1.0.0/17 10.1.128.0/17

Figure 16. Covering prefixes (fragments of a single allo-
cated block) have different origin ASes and AS paths

10.1.0.0/17 10.1.128.0/17

AS2 AS3

AS1

Figure 17. Covering prefixes (fragments of a single al-
located block) have the same origin AS and different AS
paths

chopped from 10.1.0.0/16, are both announced by
AS1. However, the two announcements are through
different AS paths via AS2 and AS3, respectively.

• Same origin AS and same AS path This is better ex-
emplified by Figure 18 where 10.1.0.0/16 is the allo-
cated block while 10.1.0.0/17 and 10.1.128.0/17 are
announced.

6.2.1 Different origin ASes

In this category we differentiate two scenarios based on
whether the address block is recorded to be assigned or
allocated in the allocation record [3]. These two types of
address delegation have quite different purposes. Assigned

AS1

AS2

10.1.0.0/17

10.1.128.0/17

Figure 18. Covering prefixes (fragments of a single allo-
cated block) have the same origin AS and AS path
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blocks are typically for non-transit customers (stub ISP or
end users) for their usage (not allowing further distribution),
while allocated blocks are usually given to large ISPs (or
regional Internet registries) for subsequent distribution. We
discuss two cases separately and speculate that the causes
for fragmentation in these two scenarios are quite different.

In the first scenario, we claim that a common practical
operation that can lead to the fragmentation is the address
block owner’s multihoming. A real example is: 9.0.0.0/8
was allocated to IBM Corporation on Dec.16, 1988 for
its own usage. Since IBM’s own networks are widely lo-
cated in the world, IBM breaks 9.0.0.0/8 into multiple sub-
blocks and assigns to its subnetworks in different places.
These subnetworks will connect to ISPs that are geograph-
ically close. Consequently, in the routing table on Dec.1,
2002, we observe that one sub-block 9.2.0.0/16 was ad-
vertised by UUNet (AS701, USA) while two other sub-
blocks 9.184.112.0/20 and 9.186.144.0/20 were advertised
by AS3786 which belonged to a Korean ISP.

In the second scenario, address blocks are allocated to
ISPs for subsequent distribution. A common practice that
can lead to the fragmentation is that the ISP further dis-
tributes sub-blocks to its customers which have their own
AS number. Similar to the arguments for proxy aggrega-
tion, each customer will announce its sub-block separately
for requiring finer-granularity routing policies. A real ex-
ample is as follows. On June 09, 2000, 24.24.0.0/14 was
allocated to Road Runner (an ISP). From the routing ta-
ble on Dec. 1, 2002, we notice that: three sub-blocks,
24.24.0.0/19, 24.24.32.0/19 and 24.24.64.0/19, are adver-
tised by AS11351. Another sub-block 24.24.96.0/19 is
advertised by AS11707. Two sub-blocks, 24.24.192.0/20
and 24.24.208.0/20, are advertised by AS1668. Accord-
ing to the AS relationships and the AS registration database
maintained by WHOIS [4], we find out that AS1668 be-
longs to GNN Hosting Service (an ISP) while AS11351 and
AS11707 are two customer ASes managed by ServiceCo
LLC (Road Runner) and Time Warner Cable (Road Run-
ner) respectively. Although AS1668 is the single provider
for both AS11351 and AS11707, it does not aggregate frag-
ments originated from its two customers.

Based on whether the origin AS is the same or not, we
classify fragments into different groups, and each group is
as a fragmentation group, (type I). In theory, since they’re
owned by the same organization and fall in the same admin-
istration domain, they should have been aggregated. The
conjecture deems reasonable by the two separate advertise-
ments of 24.24.0.0/19 and 24.24.32.0/19 in December 2002
being replaced by 24.24.0.0/18 in January 2003. So we
claim that the difference between the number of fragment
group (I) and the total number of covering prefixes that they
have included would be the maximum saving in the rout-
ing table size if each fragment group (I) were replaced by a

single aggregate prefix.

Seen in Figure 19, the number of fragmentation group (I)
represented by line + is always above two times that of the
allocated blocks that were allocated to end users and actu-
ally grows a little faster than the latter. It indicates that this
routing practice may be growing more and more popular.

Similar trend is also observed for the address block that
was allocated to an ISP in Figure 20. And coincidentally,
the connectivity between the customer AS and the provider
ASes in the Internet is growing. To our conjecture, the real
users of these fragmented sub-blocks are more and more
willing to defy the address aggregation at the ISP. So the
benefit from the hierarchical address distribution mecha-
nism has been seriously questioned.

In Figures 19 and 20, the total number of fragmentation
group (I) is much smaller than that of the fragments. It indi-
cates that usually one fragmentation group (I) includes mul-
tiple covering prefixes, especially in the scenario where the
allocation is made for the the purpose of further distribution.
According to our above analysis, these fragments chopped
from the same allocated block and advertised by the same
AS have better chances to be aggregated than those orig-
inated from different ASes or those belonging to different
allocated address blocks. However, the big gap between
the line + and the line * indicates that the ”failure of ag-
gregation” happens quite commonly. Generally, it can be
further classified into the following two categories: same
origin AS with different AS paths, and same origin AS with
same AS path, which will be presented in the following two
sub-sections.

6.2.2 Same origin AS and different AS paths

The AS who originates several covering prefixes in the
same fragmentation group (I) have two or more upper-layer
providers/peers and is desiring to optimize the use of all
available links between itself and the provider/peer ASes.
So a common practice is to force different covering prefixes
being propagated through different upper layer providers
and consequently to steer the in-bound traffic.

To quantify the popularity of this practice, we classify
the covering prefixes in the same fragmentation group (I)
that share the same origin AS into different groups in terms
of its AS path. Each group is termed as fragmentation
groups, (type II). Seen in Figure 19 and Figure 20, the line
of fragmentation group (II) is always above the line of frag-
mentation group (I), which exactly shows the existing of
this routing practice. However, the negligible difference in-
dicates that to use multiple upward AS links to distribute in-
bound traffic cannot account for the advertisement of most
fragments.
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Figure 19. Relationships between covering prefixes (only
for fragments of allocations) and allocations made to end
users for their own use
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Figure 20. Relationships between covering prefixes (only
for fragment of allocations) and allocations made for the
purpose of subsequent distribution, usually to ISPs

6.2.3 Same origin AS and same AS path

It is well known that the AS link has only logical mean-
ing. Physically, an AS link may include many connections
between the routers at the two ends of the AS link, likely
at different locations. For example, with the ISP map at
router level built by Rocketfuel [28], we find the number
of links at router level between AS3356, (Level 3), and
AS1668 is 72 at many different places around the whole
country. So it is sensible for a customer AS to make bet-
ter use of all these physical links to the provider AS. The
advertisement of fragments well indicates that some prac-
tice has been done to steer the in-bound traffic. A real case
presented in the following paragraph serve as a detailed ex-
planation.

Seen in the routing table in December 2002 at van-
tage point 204.42.253.254 (IAGnet), two fragments, say
24.25.32.0/19 and 24.27.128.0/19 that are chopped from
the allocated address block 24.24.0.0/14, are advertised by
AS1668 and through the provider AS3356. To our conjec-
ture, AS1668 may advertise the specific prefixes only to
the BGP peers at AS3356 through their respective closest
egress routers. In this way, AS1668 can ensure that traf-
fic destined him flows into through the routers closest to
the respective networks represented by the two prefixes. So
this trick can circumvent the ”hot potato routing” (see the
description in section 5.1.1) played by AS3356. By us-
ing some geographic mapping techniques [27], we’re con-
firmed that 24.25.32.0/19 and 24.27.128.0/19 are located
geographically apart. And further, with the tool of tracer-
oute [30], we observe the traffic destined to 24.25.32.0/19
and 24.27.128.0/19 flows into AS3356 (Level 3) from the
same ingress router but flows out to AS1668 via different
egress routers.

On the other hand, if in-bound traffic toward different
fragmented covering prefixes cannot be distributed over
multiple links, ASes, with the consideration of scalability,
should aggregate them together. For example two fragments
chopped from the previous allocated address block, say
24.24.192.0/20, 24.24.208.0/20, originated from AS1668
and through the provider AS3356 in December 2002. They
are actually located quite close geographically and may
have been connected to AS3356 through the same physi-
cal link. The latest routing table in January, 2003 shows
that both of them have been withdrawn and replaced by
24.24.192.0/19.

7 An empirical model for the BGP table size
growth

Sections 5 and 6 classify both the holes and the frag-
mentation of the allocation. We now seek to build a sim-
ple model to empirically approximate the BGP table size
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Figure 21. Histogram of holes contained by covering pre-
fixes (log vs. log)

growth. This helps us to predict the routing table size in
the near future and answer questions such as whether the
increase is linear or exponential.

We first review the evolution of route prefixes using pre-
vious analysis and measurement. Based on the data we have
used, about 55% to 65% of new allocated blocks are identi-
cally announced in the BGP table, less than 10% of them are
aggregated. The rest of the allocated blocks are fragmented
into four types of covering prefixes. All these new covering
prefixes, together with a large number of existing prefixes
without holes, constitute the covering prefixes. These cov-
ering prefixes actually contain all the theoretically reach-
able addresses in the global routing table. However, be-
sides reachability, the BGP routing table has been utilized
to achieve various goals such as load balancing, connection
backup and different local routing policies. All these goals
stimulate the creation of large number of holes.

Based on the above description, the model incorporates
the following modules.

• Modeling address allocation As can be seen from Fig-
ures 19 and 20, the rate of newly address allocation
remains constant over time and it can be well approx-
imated by polynomial fitting. We perform the polyno-
mial fitting for every allocation size ranging from 8 to
24 and we also treat “assigned block” and “allocated
block” separately.

• Modeling evolution of allocated blocks The fraction
of newly allocated blocks being identically announced
(or aggregated) varies over time. Its trend (see Figure
17) is approximated by polynomial fitting. The rest of
the newly allocated blocks are fragmented into cover-
ing prefixes in the way we have described in Section 6.
We model this fragmentation process by polynomially
approximating the curves in Figures 19 and 20. Note
that we still differentiate prefix length. We also distin-
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Figure 22. Prediction of the BGP table size

guish “assigned block” and “allocated block”.

• Modeling the formation of holes The previous mod-
ule gives the estimated number of total covering pre-
fixes. To estimate the number of holes that should co-
exist with these covering prefixes, we first use polyno-
mial fitting to approximate the percentage of covering
prefixes that have holes. Since the number of depth-
2+ holes is comparatively small, we approximate its
evolution by polynomial fitting. The rest are depth-1
holes, and can be classified into four categories as in-
troduced in Section 5. We first plot the histogram of
the number of such depth-1 holes contained by a cov-
ering prefix in Figure 21. The figure is based on the
routing table on Dec.1, 2002 and is plotted in log-log
scale. From the figure, the number of holes (in any cat-
egory) contained by the covering prefix exhibits strong
indication of heavy-tail distribution. We therefore use
heavy tail-distribution to approximate the number of
holes given the number of covering prefixes.

In essence, by combining our previous analysis about
holes, allocation and covering prefixes, our model is capa-
ble of approximating the BGP table size in a more realistic
manner. We use the past four years’ BGP data collected by
peer 204.42.253.253 as input and use the model to approx-
imate and predict the BGP table. The results are plotted in
Figure 22. It shows that the BGP table size estimated by
the model fits the input well, and we also observe that in the
near future, the trend of the BGP table size increase is more
like linearly than exponentially. This conclusion tallies with
[25].

8 Implication

Our results have several implications.
First, our categorization and inferring the underlying

motives for route prefixes help to understand why the BGP
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table size has become so large and what kinds of ongoing
network operations are more likely to drive the increase.
Therefore, the results can be used to motivate and evaluate
approaches that are aimed to tackle the scalability problem
of BGP table. We enumerate some of them in the following.

• Our results indicate a requirement for modifying the
current allocation policy. Since the fragmentation
of allocated blocks occurs so frequently and gener-
ates many additional route entries, address allocation
should be conducted in a more strict way and address
renumbering can be enforced.

• Some researchers have proposed to decouple the traf-
fic engineering functionality from the BGP table. Such
a proposal should be evaluated for covering prefixes
and holes differently. It also needs to treat traffic engi-
neering between adjacent ASes and traffic engineering
among multiple AS paths differently.

• An ongoing task in the Internet community is to
achieve multihoming in IPv6 [29]. Since now we have
seen the popularity of multihoming in IPv4 and its im-
pact on the routing table size, a different solution to
achieve it in IPV6 is preferred.

In addition, the empirical model in the paper can be read-
ily employed to predict the future routing table size. It can
also be used to gauge the impact of different causes.

9 Related work

Huston is among the first to study BGP routing table
growth. In [7][8], he measured the BGP table size from
multiple aspects and enumerated several operations that
could contribute to the table increase. Our work differs
from these studies by making a more detailed classification
of the BGP table growing components and their physical
causes. We also provide an empirical model for the BGP
table size growth. In another related work [21], the authors
evaluate the redundancy of the BGP table by introducing
the notion of policy atoms . Their focus was to devise var-
ious techniques that could be applied to reduce the BGP
table size without losing much connectivity information. In
[25], Alaettinoglu analyzed the BGP table growth and also
identified several causes such as multihoming, engineered
prefixes and punching holes. However, his work did not dif-
ferentiate covering prefixes and holes, and his classification
was merely based on the origin AS. In our approach, we
distinguish covering prefixes and holes, and also take into
account other relevant information. Bu, Gao and Towsley’s
work [22] is perhaps the closest in spirit to our work. In
[22], they ascribed the BGP table growth to four factors of
multihoming, failure to aggregate, load balancing and frag-
mentation. In addition, to predict the BGP table size growth,

they proposed a power-law model which involves the num-
ber of ASes and the number of prefix clusters originated by
each AS. We share some motivations with [22]. However,
we did not seek to ascribe the BGP size growth to a handful
of factors, since in many cases the underlying factors can-
not be discerned by merely examining the routing data. In
addition, the empirical model of our work considers more
factors including address allocation, and evolution of cov-
ering prefix and holes. We noticed recently that Savola pro-
posed a scheme to categorize route prefixes [15] based on
their advertisements. Compared with our analysis, Savola’s
study is mainly about multihoming and is based on a limited
number of routes.

10 Conclusion

The global Internet routing table continues to grow over
time. To help estimate the future growth trend, in this paper
we analyzed the changes of the global routing table over the
last four years to identify the major factors that have con-
tributed to the growth. We first categorized the routing table
entries into two broad classes, covering prefixes and holes,
each of which contributing to about half of the total routing
table size. We then characterized the changes and growth
of both prefix types. We observed that, over the last four
years, the number of covering prefixes has been increasing
much faster than the number of new address allocations, be-
cause about 40%-60% of the covering prefixes come from
the fragmentation of previously allocated address blocks.
During the same time period, although the total number of
holes has increased at the same rate as the covering pre-
fixes, the composition of the holes has been changing more
rapidly, while about 20% of the holes are newly added into
the routing table, a slightly less percentage (15% - 20%) of
existing holes, are being removed.

To further identify the motivations behind the observed
increase of both covering and holes, we classified both types
of prefixes by their routing advertisement modes. With
the map of commercial relationships between ASes, we in-
ferred the proportion of contributions by different classes
of routing practices today, including traffic steering, multi-
homing and different local routing policies. To further ver-
ify our inference, we conducted several case studies to make
sure that real data traffic has followed the routes that the in-
ferred routing practice could have expected. Lastly, based
on the measurements, we gave an empirical model of the
BGP table growth.
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